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Abstract:  Optical coherence tomography (OCT) enables visualization of 
the living human retina with unprecedented high axial resolution. The 
transverse resolution of existing OCT approaches is relatively modest as 
compared to other retinal imaging techniques. In this context, the use of 
adaptive optics (AO) to correct for ocular aberrations in combination with 
OCT has recently been demonstrated to notably increase the transverse 
resolution of the retinal OCT tomograms. AO is required when imaging is 
performed through moderate and large pupil sizes. A fundamental 
difference of OCT as compared to other imaging techniques is the demand 
of polychromatic light to accomplish high axial resolution. In ophthalmic 
OCT applications, the performance is therefore also limited by ocular 
chromatic aberrations. In the current work, the effects of chromatic and 
monochromatic ocular aberrations on the quality of retinal OCT tomograms, 
especially concerning transverse resolution, sensitivity and contrast, are 
theoretically studied and characterized. The repercussion of the chosen 
spectral bandwidth and pupil size on the final transverse resolution of OCT 
tomograms is quantitatively examined. It is found that losses in the intensity 
of OCT images obtained with monochromatic aberration correction can be 
up to 80 %, using a pupil size of 8 mm diameter in combination with a 
spectral bandwidth of 120 nm full width at half maximum for AO ultrahigh 
resolution OCT. The limits to the performance of AO for correction of 
monochromatic aberrations in OCT are established. The reduction of the 
detected signal and the resulting transverse resolution caused by chromatic 
aberration of the human eye is found to be strongly dependent on the 
employed bandwidth and pupil size. Comparison of theoretical results with 
experimental findings obtained in living human eyes is also provided. 
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1. Introduction 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a well established non-invasive, cross-sectional 
imaging modality based on white light interferometry [1]. The use of OCT in the living human 
eye enables visualization of intraretinal layers with unprecedented axial resolution [2]. In 
particular, ultrahigh resolution OCT (UHR OCT) [2-4] permits up to 2-3 µm of axial 
resolution in the living retina by employing mode-locked Titanium:sapphire pulsed laser 
sources, emitting smooth, ultrabroad bandwidth spectra in the near infrared range of up to 170 
nm [5]. In low coherence interferometry, axial resolution is mainly governed by the spectral 
bandwidth of the light source, while transverse resolution is given by the optical quality of the 
refractive system. The ability to focus the light in a concentrated, small and bright spot onto 
the retina finally governs transverse resolution, contrast and sensitivity of the optical imaging 
system. In ophthalmic OCT, the eye is the effective objective of the imaging system, and also 
the main source of aberrations. Ocular aberrations are known to increase with pupil size. Even 
in normal eyes, ocular aberrations notably degrade the optical quality of retinal images for 
pupil diameters larger than 1.5-2 mm [6-8]. However, keeping the pupil small prevents high 
transverse resolution, because of the reduced numerical aperture. The most common pupil size 
used in ophthalmic OCT systems so far is 1-1.5 mm diameter. A possible approach to increase 
transverse resolution is to expand the pupil and beam diameter, enlarging the effective 
numerical aperture at the eye’s pupil. Simultaneously, aberration correction is then required in 
order to keep a reasonable optical quality of the eye.  In this context, adaptive optics has been 
successfully demonstrated to measure and correct ocular aberration in the human eye in real 
time [9,10]. Several ophthalmic imaging techniques currently benefit from AO, e.g. scanning 
laser ophthalmoscopy [11] and flood illumination cameras [10]. The combination of AO and 
OCT was first proposed for en face OCT imaging with standard axial resolution [12]. The 
successful combination of AO with UHR OCT was demonstrated for the first time, achieving 
improved transverse resolution (~5-10 µm) compared to ~20 µm accomplished so far [13] 
using an electrostatic deformable mirror [14]. Other attempts to interface AO, using a 
different type of deformable mirror, and OCT have recently been reported [15]. The benefits 
of AO for three dimensional UHR OCT retinal imaging have also recently been demonstrated 
using a liquid crystal spatial light modulator as correcting device, increasing transverse 
resolution to 5 µm by maintaining 2-3 µm axial resolution [16]. 

A fundamental difference in OCT compared to other ophthalmic imaging techniques is 
the mandatory requirement of polychromatic light sources to accomplish high axial resolution. 
Hence, the benefits of using AO can not directly be compared to the other monochromatic 
retinal imaging techniques mentioned above. The effective repercussion of monochromatic 
aberrations in the final retinal OCT tomogram quality, in particular concerning transverse 
OCT tomogram resolution, using polychromatic light sources has not been studied so far. The 
presence of chromatic aberrations in the eye, recently characterized in the near infrared in 
normal human eyes [17], adds an additional important factor in the analysis of the 
performance of AO UHR OCT. The possible expansion of the eye’s pupil size used to image 
the retina with improved transverse resolution, simultaneously introduces the effects of 
chromatic aberration. Usually chromatic aberrations are divided in two different parts: the 
transverse and the longitudinal chromatic aberration (TCA and LCA respectively). Although 
the distinction is not based in physical arguments, because the origin of both chromatic 
aberrations is exactly the same, the latter classification might be useful in some practical 
situations. TCA normally refers to the change in position and magnification of extended 
images produced onto the retina, as a function of wavelength. TCA exhibits a huge variability 
among subjects. The interest of TCA is rather limited for AO UHR OCT, where a beam is 
scanned at the eye’s entrance pupil producing near to point images onto the retina. 
Consequently, this aberration will not be considered in the present work. LCA is associated 
with variations of the effective focus plane of different images, as a function of wavelength. 
The range of LCA only shows minor variations among subjects. In this work, the effects of 
both LCA and monochromatic aberrations determining the optical quality of OCT tomograms 
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will be studied by simulating the effective point images projected onto the detector during 
OCT signal acquisition. The benefits of AO, correcting monochromatic aberrations, will be 
established. In this context, the effective transverse resolution in the OCT images will be 
investigated quantitatively. The effect of employing different spectral bandwidths will be 
studied over the whole range of possible pupil sizes possible in the human eye. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Fiber optical based ophthalmic OCT 

The majority of the ophthalmic OCT setups are fully fiber optical based, notably simplifying 
alignment of the interferometer and enabling portable and reliable instruments for clinical use. 
In this approach, signals coming from the sample and the reference arm interfere in a fiber 
coupler, to be sequentially recorded at the detector. Appropriate fiber collimating lenses are 
necessary to launch the light onto the sample or the mirror in the reference arm as well as to 
efficiently couple light reflected from the sample back into the fiber. Single-mode optical 
fibers are generally used on ophthalmic OCT, with core diameters in the order of 3-5 µm for 
cut-off wavelengths of 630-850 nm. In these systems, light is emitted and collected by the 
same effective pinhole, which is the core diameter of the fiber. 

Given a particular fiber core diameter, the use of certain collimators, with appropriated 
numerical apertures, reproduces the confocal behavior found in classical confocal 
microscopes, where pinholes are located in front of the detector. The use of single-mode fiber 
as a detector in microscopy has previously been reported [18]. The optical performance of 
confocal systems [19] as well as the effects of pinhole size on both transverse and axial 
resolution has been also studied [20]. The similarities between fiber-based OCT systems and 
confocal microscopy have been considered and experimentally implemented in the human 
eye, showing the benefits of the combination of both techniques [21,22]. 

The assumption of confocal detection when using a single-mode fiber [18] is mainly 
governed by the normalized radius of the fiber: 

 )sin(
2 α
λ
π

rR = , (1) 

where r is the core of the optical fiber, λ is the considered wavelength and sin(α) corresponds 
to the numerical aperture. For an ideal confocal point detector, the normalized radius is zero. 
Under certain conditions the sample arm apparatus in ophthalmic OCT systems can be 
considered as a confocal scanning detector. In practice, the numerical aperture of the 
collimating lens placed in front of the fiber can be chosen appropriately, making possible to 
mathematically assume the normalized radius as practically zero. In the current work, the 
transverse resolution of a fiber optical based ophthalmic OCT system will be studied 
theoretically, assuming confocal detection. 

2.2. Ocular aberrations 

In a well designed OCT setup, the eye is the main source of wavefront aberrations. 
Monochromatic ocular aberrations, excluding defocus, are known to be practically 
independent of wavelength in the near infrared [17]. Hence, in this work they will be assumed 
to be constant. LCA in the eye has been mathematically modeled [17] in the near infrared as: 

 ( )8000021,0 −= λefocusChromaticD , (2) 

where λ is the wavelength in nanometers. This expression gives the chromatic defocus in 
diopters, taking a wavelength of 800 nm as the reference. It will be used for the rest of this 
work to simulate ocular chromatic aberration. The central wavelength in many light sources 
currently used for OCT retinal imaging is around 800 nm, supporting the use of this particular 
value as a reference.  
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The influence of monochromatic aberrations on the performance of the OCT setup will be 
studied by using objective measurement obtained in four normal and young subjects at 
800 nm. Aberrations were recorded by means of a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor. The 
measurements and the details of the procedure are explained elsewhere [17]. 

In order to evaluate the size of the retinal images, it is necessary to make some 
assumptions on the dimensions and optical parameters of the eye. A simple eye model, the 
Emsley’s version, will be adopted [23,24]. It consists of a single convex surface separating air 
from a medium of refractive index similar to that of the vitreous with a refractive index of 
1.33. In this model, the total power of the eye is 60 D. Therefore, the focal length is 22.22 mm 
and the radius of curvature of the first surface is 5.56 mm. The principal points coincide with 
the vertex of the refracting surface. For simplicity, the entrance and exit pupils are assumed at 
the principal planes. 

2.3. Point spread function of the sample arm 

Under the previously discussed conditions, the sample arm of the interferometer in a fiber 
optical based ophthalmic OCT system operates as a confocal detector. In confocal 
microscopy, the image of a point object is given by the general expression [25]: 

 { }DPSFPSFI ⊗= 2
2

2
1 , (3) 

where PSF1 is the point spread function (PSF) of the optical system used to illuminate the 
sample, and PSF2 corresponds to the optical system responsible for the detection of light 
reflected or transmitted from the sample. The symbol ⊗ indicates convolution operation. D is 
the intensity sensitivity, which in the case of perfect confocal detection can be mathematically 
described by a Dirac delta function. In this case, the effective PSF of the system is the square 
modulus of the product of the two PSFi. Moreover, in the case of a symmetrical system, 
where illumination and measurement are performed through the same optical apparatus, as it 
is done in ophthalmic OCT, the image of a point is proportional to the square of the PSF1 of 
the system in a single pass.  

The single pass PSF can be obtained by squaring the complex amplitude of the electrical 
field [26,27]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
2

0

2

,2exp,2
1

),( rdrrirrJPSF
Ai

i λπλξρπ
λ

ρλ Φ⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛∝ ∫∫ . (4) 

The term J0(2πρr) is the Bessel function of first class, and first order. The function ξ(λ,r) 
is the amplitude pupil transmission. This function could be used to model the Stiles-Crawford 
effect [28]. Previous works have demonstrated that the Stiles-Crawford effect has a modest 
impact in the estimation of the retinal image quality [29,30]. Consequently, in the present 
work, the amplitude pupil transmission will be assumed to be constant. The function Φ(λ,r) 
describes the ocular aberrations on the eye’s exit pupil of area Ai. The ocular aberrations are 
described using the Zernike polynomials [27,31] up to the fifth order: 

 ( ) ,,
21

1
∑

=

=Φ
i

iiZarλ  (5) 

where ai represents the coefficient associated with the polynomial Zi. All the coefficients are 
assumed to be independent of the considered wavelength, except for that associated with the 
defocus, which incorporates the LCA. Hence, the explicit expression for this particular term as 
a function of the radius r and wavelength λ is: 

 ( ).8000021.0
34

2

4 −⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
−= λr

a  (6) 
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The estimation of the single pass polychromatic PSF at a given pupil size can be obtained 
by integrating all the contribution from the different wavelengths: 

 ( ) ( ) λλρλ dGPSFPSF iticPolychroma ∫
+∞

∞−ΜΚ
= ,

11
. (7) 

G(λ) is the Gaussian function describing the spectral distribution of the illuminating light, 
resembling the situation of an ideal light source for OCT retinal imaging. Other possible 
spectral shapes can be easily incorporated in the calculations by appropriately changing the 
function G. Five different cases are considered in the present study, corresponding to 
Gaussian spectra of 40, 80, 120, 160 and 200 nm bandwidth of full width at half maximum 
(FWHM), all of them centered at 800 nm. In order to compare polychromatic PSFs among 
different bandwidth the normalizing constant K is introduced. The normalization forces the 
maximum of each PSF to be constant in the perfect case, independently of the considered 
bandwidth, when no aberrations are present. The parameter M allows comparison among 
images obtained at different pupil sizes, from 1 to 8 mm diameter, also normalizing the 
maximum energy projected onto the retina in the perfect case. 
 The effective PSF of the system, the polychromatic confocal PSF, for a particular 
bandwidth and pupil size, is finally obtained as the square of the corresponding polychromatic 
PSF obtained in a single pass: 

 
2

ticPolychromaticPolychroma PSFConfPSF = . (8) 

The calculations of the previously described polychromatic confocal PSFs were accomplished 
by using Matlab routines, specifically developed for these particular purposes. 

3. Results 

3.1. Point images and modulation transfer functions 

Theoretically, the optical quality of an imaging system (OCT system) can be characterized by 
its effective polychromatic confocal PSF. In this study it was calculated for three different 
cases. The first is the perfect one, corresponding to the situation where no aberrations are 
present, so both chromatic and monochromatic aberrations have been fully corrected. This 
situation serves as reference for the other cases. The second case of interest will be referred in 
the manuscript as the chromatic case, indicating the situation where only chromatic 
aberrations are present. This scenario corresponds to the condition of a hypothetical perfect 
monochromatic aberration correction, showing the limits and benefits of AO operating in 
combination with the OCT system, leaving the chromatic aberration uncorrected. This is 
precisely the situation of AO OCT setups recently reported [13,15,16]. Finally, aberrations 
obtained from real eyes, including the effects of both monochromatic and chromatic 
aberrations, are also analyzed in this work, referred to as the real case. This last case models 
the situation of an OCT apparatus without any type of aberration correction.   

Figure 1 presents some estimated polychromatic confocal PSFs, showing the degradation 
of the point images associated with the increase of pupil size, from 1 to 8 mm diameter. In 
these examples the PSFs are obtained by simulating 80 nm of bandwidth (FWHM) for the 
emitted spectrum. The perfect situation (‘Perfect’), i.e. free of aberrations, together with two 
real cases (S1 and S2) calculated by using aberrations from two subjects, are depicted. All 
images are normalized to their maxima.  

For small pupil sizes, the images estimated from real eyes resemble the ones obtained in 
the perfect case. In particular, Fig. 1 shows the degradation of the images, produced by 
aberrations, to be relatively modest up to 2 mm pupil diameter. For larger pupil sizes, the 
combination of both monochromatic and polychromatic aberrations in real eyes distributes the 
energy out of the central peak, whose diameter remains however relatively similar to the 
perfect case. 
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Fig. 1. Confocal polychromatic (Gaussian spectrum of 80 nm FWHM) point-spread functions 
obtained in the perfect case (columns 1 and 4), and for 2 subjects (S1 and S2) at different pupil 
sizes, ranging from 1 to 8 mm diameter. All the color-coded intensity images are normalized to their 
corresponding maxima. Blue color corresponds to 0 intensity while red indicates 1 (maximum 
intensity). 

 
Ocular aberrations in real eyes were measured in a pupil of 8 mm. Aberrations in smaller 

pupil sizes were obtained numerically by multiplying the aberration maps by a circular binary 
mask of the required radius, and then estimating the wavefront in the new area. Figure 1 also 
shows, in the perfect case, that the increase of numerical aperture in the eye produced by the 
change in pupil size, notably affects the diameter of the point images. This effect is more 
pronounced in confocal arrangements as compared to the case of a single pass PSF, due to the 
squaring operation presented in Eq. (8).  

  

 
Fig. 2. Modulation transfer functions calculated in the chromatic case, 
assuming perfect monochromatic aberration correction, at different pupil 
sizes for a Gaussian optical spectrum of 80 nm FWHM. 

 
Figure 2 presents the radial average of the modulation transfer function (MTF) associated 

with an 80 nm FWHM bandwidth, at different pupil sizes in the case of chromatic aberration 
only. MTF is calculated by Fourier transformation of the estimated confocal PSF. The cut-off 
frequency increases with pupil size. The maxima of the different MTF exhibit a significant 
decrease proportional to the pupil size. For this particular spectral bandwidth, the maxima 
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remain within the 80 % of the perfect case up to pupils of 5 mm diameter. However, the 
decrease in the maxima is stronger in larger pupils: for 7 mm diameter the maximum of the 
MTF is reduced to 50 %, while at 8 mm the decrease is near 65 % of the peak of the ideal 
case. Figure 2 shows that chromatic aberration is essentially disseminating part of the energy 
in the tails of the point image, but keeping the width of the central peak of the PSF practically 
unaffected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Modulation transfer functions in the chromatic case, in absence of monochromatic 
aberrations, for different Gaussian optical spectra (indicated with different colors) and different 
pupil sizes. The case of perfect aberration correction is also included in black color. Dashed 
line shows FWHM of the MTFs. 

 
The present simulation of this study permits to investigate and compare the effective 

polychromatic confocal PSF at different pupil sizes and different spectral bandwidths. Figure 
3 shows the MTF for several spectral bandwidths at four selected pupil sizes: 2, 4, 6 and 8 mm 
diameter in the chromatic and in the perfect case. The dashed line, corresponding to the 
FWHM of the MTFs, shows that this parameter is independent of bandwidth for a particular 
pupil size, although it increases with the pupil diameter from < 50 C/deg to > 100 C/deg from 
2 to 8 mm (indicated with a yellow point on axis). The graphic corresponding to the pupil of 2 
mm diameter (upper left in Fig. 3) shows that the MTFs of different spectral bandwidths are 
very similar. Figure 3 shows that, considering a bandwidth of 120 nm, approximately the 
value used in ultrahigh resolution OCT, the decrease of the maximum is 15, 50 and 80 % for 
pupils of 4, 6 and 8 mm diameter respectively, while for pupils up to 2 mm there is practically 
no reduction as compared to the perfect case. The decrease is more pronounced with larger 
spectral bandwidths, although it is not negligible with moderate values. For instance, the 
decrease at a pupil of 8 mm is 40 and 60 % for bandwidths of 40 and 80 nm FWHM 
respectively.  

3.2. Transverse resolution 

Figures 2 and 3 show that the redistribution of energy in the MTF, induced by the chromatic 
aberration, mainly affects contrast. Contrast and resolution are not independent concepts, but 
on the contrary, they may provide the effective visibility of the sample in the system. In order 
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to extract the effective resolution, contrast transfer functions will be used. Assuming two 
identical point objects, with their corresponding effective PSFs, contrast function presents the 
evolution of contrast as a function of distance between the two objects.  Hence, the actual 
resolution can be obtained as the separation distance at which two objects are imaged with a 
certain value of contrast. This definition of resolution involves not only the optical properties 
of the system, but also might account for noise, sensitivity of the detector, etc, because the 
selected value of required contrast can include all these practical issues affecting the final 
detection of images.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Contrast functions associated with different pupil diameters obtained for a Gaussian 
spectrum of 120 nm FWHM (chromatic case). Experimental resolution achieved in ophthalmic 
OCT is shown with a dashed line. 

 
Figure 4 depicts the contrast transfer function for different pupil sizes in the particular 

case of 120 nm FWHM of spectral bandwidth, resembling the situation found in ultrahigh 
resolution OCT. To obtain the contrast function, two identical intensity images are first 
generated and progressively separated by means of a Matlab routine, which simultaneously 
measures the contrast generated between them at every single step. The maximum contrast 
corresponds to the maximum of the corresponding PSF. Theoretically, if the number of 
photons is not limited, resolution is given by the intersection of the curves obtained for each 
pupil size with the separation distance axis. In the real case, noise is always present and the 
number of available photons and the sensitivity of the detector are limited. Hence, the 
resolution is no longer given by the intersection of the contrast functions with the horizontal 
axis, but with a line parallel to the latter instead. The value of this new reference line might 
include the effects of noise, sensitivity, etc. They can be either theoretically or empirically 
obtained. The value of the reference will indicate the contrast threshold required to resolve 
two identical features with the actual instrument, in this case the transverse resolution 
achieved in the living retina. In this work, the experimental resolution reported in most of the 
ophthalmic OCT setups will be adopted.  

Transverse resolution is difficult to estimate in the living eye, as there is no possibility to 
objectively measure the true dimensions of the detected intraretinal features. Independent of 
the used bandwidth, transverse resolution in ophthtalmic OCT has been reported between 15 
and 20 µm, using a scanning beam of 1 mm diameter [2]. As a compromise, 17.5 µm for a 
beam of 1 mm diameter will be used. The knowledge of the experimental resolution and pupil 
size, represented in Fig. 4 by dashed lines, unequivocally determines the threshold contrast. 
The intersection of the different curves corresponding to the different pupil diameters, at a 
given bandwidth, with the contrast threshold will produce the actual transverse resolution. 
Figure 4 shows that the maxima of the contrast functions associated with pupil sizes larger 
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than 5 mm diameter are below the defined contrast threshold. Consequently, for the spectral 
bandwidth of this particular example, i.e. 120 nm FWHM, the effect of the chromatic 
aberration prevents the detection of signals through pupils larger than 5 mm diameter. 
Following the same procedure, the contrast functions are also calculated for the following 
spectral bandwidth: 40, 80, 160 and 200 nm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. (a) Resolution for different Gaussian optical spectra (indicated with different colors, 
showing the FWHM) as a function of the pupil size, in the case of only monochromatic 
aberration correction. (b) Minimum transverse resolution for different Gaussian spectra 
(indicated with different colors, showing the FWHM) in the case of only monochromatic 
aberration correction. The required pupil diameter to achieve the optimal transverse resolution 
is also presented for each spectral bandwidth. 

 
Figure 5(a) depicts the transverse resolutions obtained for different spectral bandwidths. 

The resolutions are practically independent of the bandwidth up to a pupil of 2 mm diameter. 
Beyond this diameter, chromatic aberration influences the transverse resolution, increasing its 
effect as optical bandwidths broaden. Figure 5(a) also shows that the length of each curve 
associated with each spectral bandwidth is different. The contrast threshold imposes the actual 
limit for each bandwidth, restricting the maximum pupil size from which OCT signals can be 
detected. These results enable the calculation of the resolution achievable for every spectral 
bandwidth, assuming a perfect eye solely affected by chromatic aberration.  

Figure 5(b) depicts the optimal pupil diameter, producing the optimal transverse 
resolution, for each spectral bandwidth. Larger pupils will not produce better transverse 
resolutions, but on the contrary, signals can be degraded or even disappear. This Fig. 5(b) 
essentially indicates that without correcting chromatic aberration present in normal eyes, the 
expansion of the entrance pupil of the eye may not produce the expected benefit on transverse 
resolution. For instance, using bandwidths broader than 120 nm, pupil size should not exceed 
the value of 5 mm diameter. Even for moderate bandwidths of 80 nm, the result of Fig. 5(b) 
shows that maximum physiological pupils should not be used, but only up to 6 mm diameter 
in this particular case, to improve transverse resolution. 

3.3. Confocal polychromatic Strehl ratio 

The possible effects of optical bandwidth and pupil size on OCT tomograms quality can also 
be evaluated in the case of real eyes, where chromatic and monochromatic aberrations are 
present. A simple and useful estimator of the optical quality is the Strehl ratio (SR), defined as 
the peak intensity value of the actual PSF normalized by the maximum of the PSF 
corresponding to the perfect case.  
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Fig. 6. Confocal polychromatic Strehl ratio calculated for Subject 1 
(S1) at different spectral bandwidths as a function of the pupil 
diameter.  

 
Figure 6 shows the results for subject S1. The SR decreases as a function of pupil 

diameter for all optical bandwidths.  As expected, the maximum energy of the point images 
also decreases as the bandwidth increases. However, this effect is moderate. Up to 4 mm 
diameter in this particular subject, the curves corresponding to different spectral bandwidths 
evolve approximately parallel to each other. Only at 5 mm diameter, the difference between 
small and large optical bandwidths slightly increases. The known increase of monochromatic 
aberrations when increasing pupil size is interestingly balanced in the confocal case with 
chromatic defocus so that the combination of both keeps the maximum of the point image 
relatively independent of bandwidth.  
 

 

Fig. 7. Averaged confocal polychromatic Strehl ratios calculated for 
each subject as a function of pupil diameter. 

 
Figure 7 shows the results for all the subjects. The data points are obtained as the mean 

value of the SR for different spectral bandwidths at each diameter. The error bars represent the 
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standard deviation of the SR at the different optical bandwidths (40, 80, 120 160 and 200 
FWHM). In all the cases, these errors bars are relatively small, indicating that the differences 
of RS among the bandwidths are modest. In absence of monochromatic aberrations, where 
only chromatic defocus is affecting the OCT tomogram, the results are however different.  

Figure 8 shows, for each spectral bandwidth, the evolution of the SR in the chromatic 
case as a function of the pupil size. Increasing the bandwidth produces a significant decrease 
in the confocal SR, even for moderate pupil sizes. Up to 2 mm diameter, the spectral 
bandwidth barely affects the SR, which remains close to the ideal case (shown in Fig. 8 with 
dashed line). For pupils between 5 and 7 mm diameter, the slope of the curves for bandwidths 
larger that 40 nm is relatively similar. The average evolution obtained in the four eyes is also 
presented in Fig. 8 as a black line. Figure 8 indicates the benefit of an ideal, perfect 
monochromatic aberration correction, keeping the natural chromatic aberration uncorrected. 
As a possible estimation, the benefit can objectively be evaluated in terms of difference 
between the average curve from real eyes and the curve of particular spectral bandwidth to be 
used. SR does not provide direct information about the effective transverse resolution, as it 
has been previously described in this work. However, it shows the possible increment of the 
recorded signal at the detector, and it could be related with the signal-to-noise ratio of OCT 
tomograms. According to Fig. 8, maximum benefits are obtained over the SR when correcting 
monochromatic aberrations between 3.5 and 4.5 mm diameter. 

 
 

Fig. 8. Confocal polychromatic Strehl ratios at different spectral bandwidths as 
a function of the pupil diameter for perfect monochromatic aberration 
correction. The case of perfect aberration correction is presented with a dashed 
line. The average Strehl ratio calculated from four real eyes, including all the 
aberrations, is shown in black color. 

 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In this work, optical performance of fiber optical based OCT systems has been modeled in 
order to study their capabilities for OCT imaging in transverse planes of the human retina. In 
OCT, the size of the fiber core is usually a fixed parameter. However, the assumption of 
confocal detection, given by the normalized radius of the fiber, is not very restrictive as it can 
be governed by the numerical aperture of the launching lens placed in front of the fiber. In 
classical confocal microscopy, the aperture size of the pinhole must often be increased to 
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improve signal-to-noise ratio. In general, an optimum aperture size exists that maximizes 
signal-to-noise ratio, while still maintaining adequate signal-to-background ratio for good 
image contrast. The flexibility to easily change the pinhole allows to experimentally find the 
appropriate size. However in OCT, detailed calculations should be done during the design of 
the system due to the limitation of the fixed fiber core diameter according to its cut-off 
wavelength.  

The effective transverse resolution in OCT can not fully be inferred from simple 
calculations solely involving the usual optical functions of the system, as the point-spread 
function, modulation transfer function or other related ones. Even when including the effects 
of chromatic aberration, these functions usually describe the performance of the system when 
the number of photons reaching the detector is not limited. In OCT, the rigid exposure limits 
required to illuminate the retina; the optical properties of the different media that light passes 
through in the eye, and in particular, the complexity of the intraretinal layers (presenting 
different reflectivity, absorption, and scattering properties) at different wavelengths, makes 
the use of contrast functions or similar approaches, accounting for the limited number of 
available photons, mandatory. 

Under the premise of a well designed OCT system, we have calculated the impact of the 
chromatic aberration in OCT tomograms. Traditionally, efforts in ophthalmic AO have mainly 
focused in the measurement and correction of the monochromatic aberrations, partially 
leaving unattended the possible contribution of other effects, as intraocular scattering or 
chromatic aberrations. The magnitude of the LCA has only recently been measured and 
characterized systematically in the human eye [17], enabling the study of its effect for retinal 
imaging purposes. This is critical in AO UHR OCT, because of the mandatory and inherent 
use of polychromatic light sources. We have found that, in absence of monochromatic 
aberrations, the performance of OCT systems is limited by chromatic aberration for pupil 
sizes larger than 2 mm diameter. In particular, the use of larger pupil sizes in the eye to 
expand the numerical aperture of the system brings about the decrease of the signal at the 
detector, as a collateral consequence of the chromatic aberration. This effect has been proven 
to be noticeable even for moderate pupil sizes (4-6 mm diameter) and spectral bandwidths (80 
nm FWHM). The impairment of the detected signal is dramatic when using wide pupils, in the 
range of 6-8 mm diameter. This is precisely the ambit where most of the ophthalmic AO 
system currently operate, only correcting monochromatic aberrations. It has also been shown 
that signal losses can be as high as  ~80 % of the maximum in the particular case of UHR 
OCT when using 120 nm optical bandwidth at FWHM and a pupil diameter of 8 mm. The 
present simulation indicates that, unless chromatic aberration is corrected, the expansion of 
pupil in OCT to increase the transverse resolution should be conservative and always balanced 
with the spectral bandwidth employed.  

Comparison of our results with experimental data requires careful considerations. The 
examination of the obtained OCT tomograms is the ultimate test to evaluate the effective 
experimental resolution. In this context, some recently published retinal images are available 
for comparison with our theoretical calculations. In Hermann et al. [13], partial 
monochromatic aberration correction in a fiber optical based UHR OCT setup was performed, 
using a light source emitting a Gaussian spectrum centered at 800 nm of 130 nm bandwidth at 
FWHM. Pupil size was limited to 3.68 mm diameter, because of the modest performance of 
the correcting device (electrostatic deformable mirror with 37 independent actuators). The 
UHR OCT retinal images show intraretinal structures, vessels and capillaries, resolved near 
the parafoveal region. Accounting for their location, they are known to be in the range of 
5-10 µm diameter in normal retinas. This range is in agreement with the prediction of the 
calculations presented in this work. For a perfect monochromatic aberration correction, which 
was not totally accomplished in the cited work, the theoretical estimate is ~6 µm resolution. 
More recently, volumetric images of the living retina have been reported using a fiber optical 
based UHR OCT system (illuminated by Gaussian spectrum centered at 800 nm and 130 nm 
bandwidth FWHM) interfaced to AO, using a liquid crystal spatial light modulator as the 
correcting device [16]. In Fernández et al. [16], the authors hypothesize about the nature of 
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some intraretinal features resolved in the external limiting membrane of the human retina. 
Accounting for the location and distribution of the structures presented in the retinal three-
dimensional OCT tomograms, they are believed to correspond to clusters of terminal bars of 
photoreceptors, in particular rods. In this case, experimental estimation of the resolution is 
~5 µm. This value is very close to the theoretically predicted in Fig. 5. An interesting fact 
reported in the mentioned work is the absence of increase in the signal-to-noise ratio when 
correcting the aberrations through a pupil of 6 mm diameter. In the simulations, Fig. 8, the 
loss of intensity at the maximum of the point images when using a pupil of 6 mm in 
combination of bandwidth 120 nm FWHM is near 50 %, while for the case of 4 mm diameter 
the losses are less that 20 %. The huge degradation of the signal produced by the chromatic 
aberration by imaging through a pupil of 6 mm could explain the lack, or reduction, of benefit 
when performing monochromatic aberration correction at these particular pupil size and 
spectral bandwidth. Other OCT retinal images obtained with AO, using a free-space 
interferometer, and solely correcting the ocular aberrations in a single pass, are also available 
in the literature, Zhang et al. [15], claiming transverse resolution of 3 µm. In the referenced 
work, the OCT setup is not fiber optical based, so direct comparison to the simulation of the 
present manuscript can not be exactly done. However, assuming a perfect confocal design 
(enabling higher resolution than single pass imaging or conventional imaging), and a perfect 
monochromatic aberration correction, the simulation indicates, accounting for the used 
spectral bandwidth (45 nm FWHM) and pupil diameter (6 mm), a best transverse resolution of 
3.5 µm. 

In summary, for UHR OCT imaging, the ideal situation would be the use of a broad 
spectral bandwidth light source, enabling ultrahigh axial resolution, with the simultaneous 
operation of the maximum physiological pupil size in the eye in combination with AO to 
achieve high transverse resolution. However, calculations of the present study show that this 
ideal scenario from the optical point of view will not produce the expected benefits but on the 
contrary, signal would be seriously impaired in some cases, unless chromatic aberration in the 
human eye is also corrected. The theoretical simulations have shown the optimal combination 
of bandwidth and pupil size to be used, and the expected resolution of the obtained retinal 
OCT tomograms. The results presented in this work can help in the design of ophthalmic OCT 
systems to be operated with AO. 
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